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ON THE FUNCTIONAL INDEPENDENCE 
OF SCALAR INVARIANTS OF CURVATURE 
FOR DIMENSIONS n = 2 , 3 , 4 
V£RA MIKOLASOVA 
1 . Introduction 
Consider an H-dimensional real vector space R", the dual vector space R"*, and 
denote 
Q„ = R"®S\, 
where Si is a vector subspace of the tensor product ® 3J? n* defined by the Young 
scheme (2, 1, 0, ..., 0). Recall that in the canonical coordinates /,,*, U i , j , k^n 
on (X)3/?"* the subspace Si is defined by the equations 
/,,* + /,*, = 0 ; /,;* + tk,j + t,k, = 0, 
which means that the canonical /„* coordinates restricted to Si are antisymmetric in 
the last two indices and satisfy a set of "Bianchi" identities. 
Denote by R^m 1 ^p, q, r, s^n the canonical coordinates on the vector space 
Q„. In agreement with the above relations 
RPrs+R"q,r=0 (1) 
Rqrs+ Rsqr+ R rsq = 0. (2) 
In what follows we shall consider the vector space Q„ as a GL„(R) — module 
defined by the natural representation of the group GL„(R). Denote by a" the 
canonical coordinates on GL„(R) and introduced the functions bl on GL„(R) by 
the relation 
apb"r = 6P, (3) 
where 6P is the Kronecker symbol. 





Let L t c Q , be a GL,(R) — invariant open set. Let /: U—*R be a function. 
Recall that the function / is called a scalar invariant of weight 0, or shortly an 
invariant, if for every qeU and every ae GL„(R), 
f(aq) = f(q). (5) 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the existence and the number of 
functionally independent invariants defined on open sets in Q„ (compare with 
[ l ] - [5]) -
We note that the vector space Q, coincides with the type fibre of the space of 
tensors of the type (1, 3) on an n-dimensional manifold X, in which the so-called 
curvature tensor, associated with a linear connection on X, takes its values. Having 
in mind this relation, we shall call the invariants whose domains of definition are 
subsets of Q„, the invariants of curvature. 
In the canonical coordinates R"q„ the condition (5) has the form 
f(R'q„) = f(RU). (6) 
Differentiating this equation with respect to b[ at the unit element e = (6',) of the 
group GL„(R), we get, for the function / , the following system of linear, 
homogeneous, first order partial differential equations for the function /: 
-1(f)- 0, (7) 
where, by (6), (4) and (3), 
3 3 3 
s' = ~R^3l~Z+R'"d~^s+2R'"dR~- ( 8 ) 
The classical Frobenius theorem on differential systems enables us to solve the 
system (7) and to establish the maximal number of functionally independent 
solutions. 
Solving (7) we restrict our attention to the so-called maximal points, i.e. to those 
points of the space Q„ for which the rank of (7) is maximal. Therefore it is 
necessary to determine the rank of the matrix M„ formed by the coefficients in (8) 
with respect to the base 3/3J?L»»-
The number of lines of the matrix M„ is equal to that of the differential operators 
E'„ i.e. n2. The relation (1) restricts the number of independent vectors 9/3J?Lim.to 
(l/2)n3(n — 1) (we take v<w). Now consider (2). For n = 2, 3, (2) is satisfied 
identically. For n ^ 4 , (2) gives us (l/6)n2(n2 — 3n + 2) additional independent 
relations among the functions R',u. A similar consideration may be applied to the 
vectors 3/3i?Lv» In this way we obtain that the number of linearly independent 
vectors d/dR'mm is equal to dim Q„, where 
H i m n - Í * " 3 ( " - l ) , n = 2 ,3 
aim W . - [ i n 3 ( n _ 1 ) _ è f | i ( B 2 _ 3 n + 2 ) > 
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The following table illustrates the dependence of dimQ„ on n. Let p (resp. q) 
denote the number of lines in M„ (resp. the number of independent relations (2)). 
To establish the maximal number of functionally independent invariants we must 
determine the rank of the matrix M„. The number of functionally independent 
invariants which is to be found, is equal to the difference of dim On and the rank of 
the matrix M„ at maximal points. In the sequel, we determine the number of 





п'(/i-l) dim Q. 
2 4 4 0 4 
3 9 27 0 27 
4 16 96 16 80 
5 25 250 50 200 
6 36 540 120 420 
2. Invariants of curvature for n = 2 
The matrix M2 is in this case a squared matrix of order 4. It is expressed explicitly 
in the following table. 
Table 2 
Э Э Э ә 
Ә.Rц2 ЭJ—Iгiг Э Ä I I Î Ә.R212 
1 =•• 
2 -
XX112 0 2KÎ,. Л 2 1 2 • 
1 -« 
2"г 
Л | I 2 2R 2 1 I 0 Л212 
1 _, 
2 " 2 
Л 2 I 2 0 - - Л l l 2 + J\212 ~~-Г\212 
1 =" 
2 -
~ « I I 2 «I12 — Л212 0 Kll2 
To establish the rank of matrix M2, we calculate its determinant. By simple 
calculation we get 
detM2 = (/?!,2 + Rl,2) 
0 --R2i2 .R112 
I?212 0 — /\112+/?212 
— I?ll2 R\\2~ "212 0 
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Hence it follows immediately that det M 2 s 0 and thus rank M 2 < 4 . It can be easily 
seen that there exist some points of Q2 (maximal points) at which rank M2 = 3. 
Thus there exists one and only one functionally independent invariant. 
It can be shown that such an invariant can be taken for example, as the function 
f — J?' - J ? * . DIP . nm> 
J — I\ km *^piq •«* **• , 
where Rpq denotes the elements of the matrix, inverse to the matrix (R,,) = (RPPI). 
3 . Invariants of curvature f or n = 3 
The matrix M3 is of type 9/27. To find its rank, we use the determinant from its 
squared submatrix M3 of order 9 formed by the coefficients at 3/3R'qrs(r<s). 
Substitute in Mi 
/ \ 1 1 2 = / \ 2 I 2 = - « * 1 I 2 = - « * 1 2 1 = -**121 = -I*in = **121=l, 
and zeros for the other Rpqrs. It can be easily found by a simple calculation (e.g. by 
a progressive decreasing of the order) that det Mi 4= 0. It means that Mi is regular 
and rank M, = 9 on a certain open set containig the considered point. The number 
of functionally independent invariants at maximal points of the set Q„ is therefore 
equal to 18. 
4. Invariants of curvature for n = 4 
From (8) we get 16 operators E, with 96 expressions 3/3/?L„w whose coefficients 
will be linear combinations of 96 components of the functions Rqrs. In addition 
there are fulfilled the "Bianchi" identities (2) representing in this case 16 
independent relations among 48 variables. Thus 16 suitably chosen variables can 
be expressed by means of the remaining 32 ones, for example, as follows: 
D P — D P i DP DP D P _l_ D P 
K211-n 1TA112, i < 2 1 4 — A i 2 4 T A < | 2 
DP — DP i D P DP — DP 4 . D P 
i ! \ 1 | 4 — i \ ) 1 4 T l \ i \ i , i \ 1 2 4 — JV234 T .TV42V 
Applying the chain rule for partial derivation of composed functions to equation 
(2), we can easily derive the relation 
• + : 3Rpqrs 3Rprq 3 K V 
by means of which, we can reduce the number of columns of the matrix Mi to 80. 
Thus the matrix \L is of the type 16/80. It will be shown that there exist some 
points at which the rank of M. is equal to 16. Consider the squared matrix M» of 
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order 16 formed by the coefficients at the operators d/dR\l2,9/9J*'!lj,..., 3/dR\^. 
It can be easily found that, e.g., at the point, where 
D 1 D 1 D * D 1 D 1 — D * — D»2 _ - D 2 — D * — D 4 _ 1 
1*112 — 1*212 — 1*224 — " 3 2 3 — 1*413 — 1*434 = 1*434— 1*413 — 1*413— 1*413— 1 
and the remaining coordinates R'„ are zeros, we have det M. =£ 0. Thus at the 
considered point rank M, = 16. Consequently, the number of functionally indepen-
dent invariants of curvature at maximal points of the set O4 is 64. 
5. Conclusion 
Let us summarize the results of this paper. Consider the GL„(R) — module Q„ 
and canonical coordinates R'JU on Q„. The relation between the dimension of the 
vector space Q„ and the number r„ of functionally independent (scalar) invariants 




n dim Q„ at maximal points r„ 
2 4 3 1 
3 27 9 18 
4 80 16 64 
From the above it follows, among others, that for n = 2 (resp. n = 3, n = 4) there 
exists precisely r2=l (resp. r3 = 16, r. = 64) functionally independent scalar 
invariant of curvature. 
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ФУHKЦИOHAЛЬHAЯ HEЗABИCИMOCTЬ CKAЛЯPHЫX ИHBAPИAHTOB 
KPИBИЗHЫ ДЛЯ PAЗMEPHOCTEЙ л = 2.3.4 
Bepa Mикoлaшoвa 
Peзюмe 
B paбoтe paccмaтpивaeтcя пpoблeмa oпpeдeлeния чиcлa фyнкциoнaльнo нeзaвиcимыx cкaляp-
ныx инвapиaнтoв тeнзopa кpивизны R'„ линeйнoй cвязнocти нa л-мepнoм диффepeнциpyeмoм 
мнoгooбpaзии, гдe л =2 . 3, 4. Пoкaзaнo, чтo для л = 2 (=3, 4) cyщecтвyeт тoчнo r. = 1 (16. 64) 
фyнкциoнaльнo нeзaвиcимыx инвapиaнтoв. 
